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Modelling of initial fatigue crack growth and crack branching under
fretting conditions

V.  L A M AC Q  a n d  M . -  C .  D  U B O U R  G
Laboratoire de M´ecanique des Contacts UMR CNRS 5514, INSA de Lyon, Baˆtiment 113, 20, Avenue A. Einstein, 69621 Villeurbanne Cedex, France 

N O M E N C L A T U R E

X=abscissa at the contact surface, x=0 corresponds to contact centre
z=sample depth
a=initiation plane inclination, i.e. Stage I propagation direction to surface

contact
b=Stage II propagation direction with respect to surface contact

Dsm=range of tensile stress sm=(sm,max−sm,min)/2
Ds*m=effective range of tensile sm

Dtm=range of shear stress tm=(tm,max−tm,min)/2
sa=average value of sm over a whole loading cycle,=(sm,max+sm,min)/2
sm=average value of stress snn perpendicular to plane inclination of a

sm,min , sm,max=minimum and maximum value of sm over a whole loading cycle,
respectively

snn , snt=absolute value of normal and shear stress at one point, in coordinates
(n, t), perpendicular and along the plane inclined at a to the contact
surface

tm=average value of shear stress snt along the plane inclined at a
tm,min , tm,max=minimum and maximum value of tm over a whole loading cycle,

respectively

proposed by Vincent et al.1 Hence, the running conditions
I N T R O D U C T I O N

fretting maps (RCFM) and the material response fretting
maps (MRFM) describe, respectively, the local frettingFretting wear and fretting fatigue induce both wear and

cracking as material degradation responses. The first main regime and the corresponding contact kinematic con-
ditions (sticking, partial slip, gross slip), and the maindegradation response has been related to a fretting regime

during fretting tests through the fretting map concept fretting damage (non-degradation, cracking and particle

Abstract Crack propagation during Stage I, in terms of crack initiation sites and growth directions and crack 
branching mechanisms under fretting conditions, is investigated using both experimental and theoretical approaches. 
Fretting tests were conducted on an aeronautical aluminium alloy. Two crack types are observed during Stage I 
corresponding, respectively, to specific mode I and II conditions. Transition from Stage I to Stage II is characterized 
for both crack types by a crack branching towards a new propagation direction of #65° to the specimen surface. 
Specific parameters linked to mode I and II propagation driving forces are proposed. Crack location and initial 
growth directions during Stage I are predicted in accordance with these parameters, and are in very good agreement 
with experimental observations. The conditions governing the transition from Stage I to Stage II are then identified. 
It is shown that under fretting conditions, cracks branch along a new direction, thereby maximizing the crack-
opening amplitude.

Keywords crack initiation and propagation, crack growth direction, crack branching, modelling.
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detachment) for normal load–displacement pairings. initiation and propagation under fretting conditions.
The displacement amplitude being a governing param-Cracking induced by fretting has been related by using

these maps to partial slip conditions that occur under both eter in crack initiation is here controlled, whereas it is
not possible during fretting fatigue testing as thethe mixed fretting regime and the partial slip regime.

Both experimental and theoretical work have been displacement varies according to the elongation of the
test specimen which itself varies with the appliedundertaken to improve our knowledge of crack initiation

and propagation. The first tests were conducted on oscillatory fatigue stress in the specimen. It is therefore
very difficult in that case to correlate the crackaluminium alloys under partial slip and mixed fretting

regimes to obtain experimental data on cracking behav- geometry with the local contact conditions. The
FWPSS test has the great advantage that all mechan-iour. Second, any issues, e.g. (i) the location of the crack

nucleation, (ii) the direction taken by the crack during a ical parameters can be controlled during loading. The
external load is fixed during testing, and the relative‘macroscopic’ Stage I propagation, (iii) the crack branch-

ing during the transition from Stage I to Stage II, and displacement between contacting pads is imposed as in
the case of the fretting wear (FW). Further, as the(iv) the direction taken by the crack during Stage II

propagation, have been theoretically addressed. RCFMs are almost the same under FW and FWPSS,
it is possible to study separately the effects of frettingVery few attempts have been made to model these

two propagation stages under fretting conditions. The and external loading on cracking behaviour.
main difficulty raised by such loading is the combination
of high stress concentration in the contact area together

Experimental procedure and conditions
with a multiaxial stress field. Here, tensile and compress-
ive regions varying in location and intensity develop A brief description of the FWPSS apparatus is shown in

Fig. 1. A spherical aluminium (fretting wear specimen)during the loading cycles, leading to non-proportional
mixed mode conditions. alloy pad of radius 0.3 m (labelled 2) is pressed against

the planar test sample of the same alloy (labelled 1), byDang Van et al.2 considered elasto-plastic material
behaviour to predict initiation sites for industrial compo- a constant normal force, Fn=1000 N. The spherical

body is submitted to a reciprocating microdisplacement,nents submitted to multiaxial stress fields. Ruiz et al.,3

Hills and Nowell,4 and Lamacq et al.,5 using different d=±15 mm, through a piston ring (labelled 3), and thus
rubs against the planar specimen at a frequency of 5 Hz.characterizing parameters, nevertheless predicted crack

nucleation at rather similar sites. Few studies were This induces an oscillating tangential force, Q(t)=
±950 N, in the contact area. The planar piece iscarried out to determine initial crack growth direction

under fretting fatigue conditions. To reach that goal, simultaneously submitted to a static external load, sD=

230 MPa (fretting wear pre-stressed specimen). TheNowell et al.6 considered the variation in stress intensity
factors, but the applicability of LEFM and the usual ratio between the sticking contact zone diameter, c, and

the contact zone diameter, a, is equal to c/a=0.9 [seestress intensity factor expressions to very short cracks
existing in the early growth stage is questionable. By Fig. 2(c) for notations]. The friction coefficient between

the two contacting bodies is very high at a measuredconsidering the stresses influencing dislocation motion,
Yamashita and Mura7 predicted the initial crack growth value equal to 1.8. Negligible wear of the surface is

observed in the annular microsliding zone of the contact.direction under a repeated oblique force, as initially
proposed by Tanaka and Mura.8 They needed to consider Further, no more significant plastic deformation is

observed at the specimen surface at the end of the tests.the influence of an asperity contact to understand the
initiation mechanism of pitting cracks experimentally The specific experimental conditions considered here5

induced cracking as the predominant fatigue damage, asobserved. This method, based on a realistic initiation
mechanism, seems more appropriate for the prediction observed in the 7075 aluminium alloy.
of initial crack growth direction.

The approach proposed here rests on this pioneering
Fretting crack morphology

work.7,8 It is further based on the continuum stress field
analysis within the subsurface layer. The decisive role of A crack network initiates in the microsliding zone of the

contact area (Fig. 3), as revealed by metallographic exam-the tensile stress perpendicular to the crack path is
emphasized for both mode I and II propagation. ination. This network is symmetrical with respect to the

contact centre. No difference between the spherical
(FW) and planar (FWPS) specimens is observed con-

E X P E R I M E N T S A N D O B S E R V A T I O N S
cerning crack sites and initiation angles. But crack
lengths are smaller in the spherical pad. The contactA new device, called the pre-stressed fretting wear

(FWPSS) rig9 has been developed to study crack influence is therefore predominant in the initiation pro-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Notations used by the model. (a) Definition of the meridianFig. 1 Experimental device and results. (a) Experimental fretting

apparatus. (b) Planar specimen contact surface and semielliptical plane of the contact area. (b) Schematic position of crack initiation

sites. (c) Notations in the contact model. (d) Contact zonecrack trajectory.

notations.

cess. Two main cracks develop from this network, while
most of the other cracks self-arrest. They propagate to the surface the initial crack growth direction, for both

crack types. Then, during Stage II, both types of crackalong a semielliptical trajectory [Figs 1(b) and 2(b)] at
the contacting surface, and along two distinct directions propagate along a direction of#65° to the surface. The

transition from Stage I to Stage II is characterized byduring, respectively, Stage I and Stage II within the
specimen depth (Fig. 3). The transition between these this change in propagation direction. The branching

depth slightly varies, but the maximum crack lengthtwo periods is revealed by a crack branching along the
Stage II propagation direction. Two types of cracks are during Stage I does not exceed 160 mm. Furthermore,

microscopic observations of cracked samples show thatobserved (Fig. 3) during Stage I. Type I crack grows
initially at a shallow angle to the specimen surface with crack branching does not take place at a grain boundary.
a propagation direction ranging from 15° to 35° to the
surface, and mainly occurs in the middle of the contact

T H E O R E T I C A L A P P R O A C H T O I N I T I A L C R A C K
microsliding zone. Type II crack grows along a direction

G R O W T H D U R I N G S T A G E I
approximately perpendicular to the surface with a direc-
tion ranging from 75° to 90° to the surface, and appears As a starting point, crack propagation is analysed in the

meridian plane y=0 (Figs 1 and 2) where cracks firstnear the edge of the contact area inside and/or outside
the contact patch. Furthermore, it was observed that the initiate, as a two-dimensional problem. An equivalent

cylinder on plane contact is defined.10 This contact prob-nearer to the contact centre cracks initiate, the shallower
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Fig. 4 Notations used for the stress field calculation. (a) Inclined

line in the general calculation mesh (x, z). (b) New coordinates

(n, r) linked to the inclined line.

model and taking into consideration the reverse sliding
along two dislocation layers7,8 and the influence of the
distance between these layers.11 It is shown that cracks
may initiate either by an extrusion–intrusion mechanism
or a fatigue tensile process. Two parameters, based on
the amplitude of the average shear stress Dtm and the

(a)

(b)

average tensile stress sm perpendicular to the crack path,
Fig. 3 Crack propagation direction during Stage I and Stage II. have been proposed. In the next section, initial crack
(a) Type I crack. (b) Type II crack. growth directions and initiation sites will be predicted

according to these specific parameters, and will be com-
pared to experimental observations. Due to the loadinglem is solved as a unilateral contact problem with friction,5

Coulomb’s law being used. An incremental description of symmetry and for the sake of brevity, the results are
presented only for one side of the contact area (x<0).the tangential loading is used to account for the hysteresis

phenomena. Contact area size, sequence of stick and mic- The type I crack is a shear mode fatigue crack. Its
growth occurs macroscopically in the direction given byrosliding zones in the contact area, normal and tangential

traction distributions are determined (Fig. 2), as well as angle a, along which the value of the shear driving force,
i.e. the amplitude of the average shear stress, Dtm , isthe subsurface stresses. Crack propagation during Stage I

and crack branching mechanisms are investigated on the maximum Dtm=Dtm,max , and such that the average
value sa of the average tensile stress perpendicular tobasis of the continuum stresses induced by the loading. As

the stresses in the surface layer change steeply, average that direction, sm [sa=0.5*(sm,max+sm,min)] is mini-
mum (an absolute value of 40 MPa is considered herestresses are used,7 calculated along planes of length L=

20 mm (Fig. 4). for this minimum). Owing to these two parameters, a
single growth direction is predicted at each initiation
site,12 whereas most of the existing criteria predict initial

Analysis of fretting fatigue crack propagation during
crack growth direction in the shear mode7 along two

Stage I
theoretical initial directions. Further criteria for the type
I crack initiation domain can be defined, and the risk isThe crack initiation mechanisms have been identified

theoretically by employing a simple dislocation dipole assumed to be the highest where sa is zero. The potential
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initiation loci (−1.74, −1.64 mm and 1.64, 1.74 mm
due to loading symmetry) and the corresponding initial
crack growth directions (from 35° near the contact edge
to 15° near the contact stick zone) derived from this
approach for the test configuration employed (Fig. 5)
are in good agreement with the experimental results.

The type II crack is a tensile mode fatigue crack. Its
nucleation is due to the presence of an initial flaw in the
material, either pre-existing or created as a result of
dislocation movements. The propagation driving force
is assumed to be the maximum amplitude of crack
opening. The crack extension angle a is therefore defined
by the direction along which the ‘effective’ amplitude of
the average stress normal to the crack trajectory Ds*m is
maximum, Ds*m=Ds*m,max (Fig. 6). Further, the ampli-
tude of the average shear stress tends to a minimum
value along that direction. Type II crack location is
therefore near the edge of the contact area, inside or
just outside it, where a high level of tensile stress occurs.

Fig. 6 Determination of initial type II crack growth direction and

corresponding initiation sites. (a) Variations of Dt*m,max and a

defined by Ds*
m,max versus contact abscissa x. (b) Repartition of

sticking and microsliding zones in the contact area.

Angle a thus ranges from 90° (outside the contact patch)
to 70° inside the contact zone. These crack inclinations
and locations correlate very well with the experimental
observations on type II cracks. Here again, the nearer
cracks initiate with respect to the contact centre, the
nearer to the surface cracks propagate.

Crack network initiation

Type I and II crack initiation domains are now defined
in which the most favourable point of initiation can be
determined. For type I shear cracks, this location is
where sa is exactly equal to zero, while for type II tensile
crack, it is where Ds*m reaches the maximum value
Ds*m,max . These two sites are encircled by regions in the
material which are also submitted to favourable con-
ditions for crack initiation. A crack initiation scenario
can thus be proposed. Once a crack has initiated at the

Fig. 5 Determination of initial type I crack growth directions and
most favourable site, its propagation unloads temporarilycorresponding initiation sites. (a) Variations of Dtm,max , sa and a
the neighbouring contact points, modifying locally thedefined by Dtm,max versus contact abscissa x. (b) Repartition of

sticking and microsliding zones in the contact area. contact conditions through crack flank movements, and
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as a consequence, the specimen stiffness. Parameters
inducing crack initiation and propagation are less
efficient in the crack vicinity leading to a delay in the
development of the crack network. Furthermore, the
various inclinations of cracks in the crack network can
lead to spall detachment as cracks connect under the
contact area.13

A N A L Y S I S O F B R A N C H I N G F R O M S T A G E I T O

S T A G E I I

Propagation transition from Stage I to Stage II is exper-
imentally revealed by the branching of both crack types
along the same direction of#65° to the contact surface.
The variations of the specific parameters identified as
the propagation driving forces for each crack type are
now analysed versus depth in order to understand the
crack branching, and more specifically, issues, e.g. the
branching depth, mode and direction of crack propa-
gation after branching.

Type I shear crack transition

A type I crack (a=26°) initiated at point x=−1.70 mm
in the contact area is considered. Figure 7 shows the

Fig. 8 Evolutions of sm,min , sm,min and Drm versus inclination b at

depth z=90 mm at the tip of a type I crack initiated at site x=

−1.70 mm and propagating along a direction of 26°.

evolution of sm,max , sm,min and Dtm evaluated perpen-
dicularly and along the propagation path a, respectively,
as a function of depth, z. Branching appears to be the
consequence of different phenomena occurring simul-
taneously. Thus, the initial shear mode is progressively
hindered as Dtm is rapidly decreasing with depth, while
sm normal to the crack path is becoming more and more
compressive, thereby inducing crack-locking effects.
Three zones A–C are defined versus depth with regard
to the roles of Dtm and sm . In zone A, 0<z<50 mm,
the shear mode propagation mechanism is activated, but
Dtm decreases rapidly, and simultaneously, sm becomes
more and more compressive. In zone C, z>110 mm, the
shear mode propagation is stopped due to crack-locking
effects (sm is compressive over all the cycle), and Dtm is
reduced to 50% of its initial value just after initiation.
Thus, crack branching is likely to occur in zone B where
50 mm<z<110 mm. These depths are of the same order
of magnitude as the experimental values.

The next issue is to determine the crack propagation
mode and direction after branching. Propagation drivingFig. 7 Evolutions versus depth, z, of sm,min , sm,max and Dtm along
forces are analysed again. The argument is presentedthe path of type I crack initiated at site x=−1.70 mm and

propagating along a direction of 26° to the surface. here for a branching which is suggested to occur at a
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depth of 90 mm along a direction b (Fig. 8). The results
(mode and direction) are independent of the branching
depth considered. The assumption of a Stage II propa-
gation occurring due to a shear mode has been rejected:
the new direction (b=105°) does not lead to an increase
in Dtm,max value when compared to the value before
branching, and above all, the stress normal to the crack
path sm is tensile over all the load cycle. The type I
crack branches to enhance its own propagation and to
propagate according to mode I. The value of Ds*m is a
maximum perpendicular to the direction b=65° (Fig. 8)
to the surface, and Dtm reaches a minimum value along
that direction. The Stage II open mode propagation
mechanism is here optimized through the minimization
of shear mode influence.

Type II tensile crack transition

Observations show that type II cracks branch in the
same Stage II direction (b=105°) as type I cracks. It is
concluded that the Stage II propagation mechanism is
also an opening mode with negligible shear mode effects.
We will now analyse why the initial type II cracks
propagating in an opening mode branch to propagate in
another opening mode.

A type II crack (a=86°) initiated at point x=
Fig. 9 Evolutions versus depth z of sm,max , sm,min and Dtm for a

−1.75 mm is considered. The values of sm,max , sm,min type II crack initiated at site x=−1.75 mm and propagating along
and Dtm are reported in Fig. 9 as a function of depth. As a direction of 86° to the surface.
for type I cracks, branching is also the consequence of
different phenomena. First of all, the predominant influ-
ence of the opening mode decreases progressively as the
crack extends, while the shear mode influence on the Hence, under fretting conditions, both types of initial

cracks branch towards the same Stage II direction wherepropagating crack increases, and the initial type II crack
gradually reverts to a mixed mode I+II crack. The values the effective amplitude of the tensile stress sm is maxi-

mum. The new propagation direction is not related toof Ds*m normal to crack path a decrease gradually with
depth, while Dtm increases gradually along the a direction. the maximum crack opening, but to the maximum ampli-

tude of crack opening. This amplitude is actually moreFurther, mode I conditions are better fulfilled according
to a new direction b from the depth of 95 mm: Ds*m is characteristic to fatigue phenomena. This direction also

corresponds to the minimum participation of shear modegreater normal to b than perpendicularly to a=86°
(Fig. 10) and Dtm along b is minimized. The branching during crack propagation.
depth and the Stage II propagation direction correlate
very well with the experimental observations.

C O N C L U S I O N S
Hence, under fretting conditions, Stage I type I and

II cracks branch towards the same Stage II direction A theoretical model is developed to predict the initial
crack growth direction during Stage I, and subsequentwhere the effective amplitude of traction Ds*m,max is

maximum. The new propagation direction b is the branching from Stage I to Stage II, under fretting
conditions. The continuum stress field is analysed fordirection optimizing the amplitude of crack opening and

minimizing the participation of shear mode in the propa- conditions where the cracks observed are small enough
not to extensively disturb the stress field. This model isgation mechanism.

Hence, the branching of type II cracks is not, contrary based on the analysis of conditions favouring Stage I
crack propagation. Through an analysis of stresses actingto type I branching, a consequence of a radically new

propagation mode. Initial type II cracks branch in a new along and perpendicular to the crack path, cracks were
shown to grow during Stage I along two possible distinctdirection more favourable to the initial mode I propa-

gation mechanism. directions.
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Finally, the conditions governing crack branching
from Stage I to Stage II were identified. It was shown
that both initial crack types (I and II) branch as a
consequence of the following.

1 The decrease of Stage I propagation driving force.
Each crack type propagation mode (shear and open-
ing) gradually turns to a mixed I+II mode.
Furthermore, crack locking effects gradually hinder
type I crack propagation.

2 Concomitantly, the increase of the effective amplitude
of the tensile stress perpendicular to the direction of
65° to the contact surface. Along that same direction,
the influence of shear mode is minimized. Hence,
branching and initial propagation during Stage II are
governed by the maximum amplitude of the crack
opening and not by its maximum value.
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